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BaTiO3 -one of the most extensively technologically used ferroelectric material -undergoes successive phase transitions on lowering temperature, form cubic, to tetragonal, to orthorhombic, to rhombohedral. Different mechanistic models have been invoked over the years, among them the displacive model and the oderdisorder model, both suffering from some important disagreement with experiments [1] . To shed light on the microscopic mechanisms, we have performed molecular dynamics simulations on the parato-ferroelectric phase transition in BaTiO3 as well as subsequent transitions that involve polarization rotation. Therein, all degree of freedom are treated explicitly, including positions, cell geometry and temperature. For an unbiased mechanistic analysis, we employ the path sampling scheme, designed for activated processes and successfully applied in many previous works. Two main results are obtained: first, a detailed picture of microscopic displacements leading to domains, which do sum up to the correct macroscopic polarization and correspond very well with experiments. Second, the relevance and even the necessity of antiferroelectric arrangements [1] , that naturally derive from nucleating the ferroelectric phase within the paraelectric phase and outlast in the orthorhombic one. Combination of ferro and antiferro regions results in far-fromobvious domain structures [2] . Simulation under the effect of an external field allow assessing the response of the material from multidomain to single domain, whereby antiferro arrangements play a key role. We predicted the structure of the phosphorus and calcium at high pressure which had been left unidentified after their powder X-ray diffraction patterns were reported. The X-ray experiment reported that the phosphorus has a new phase (P-IV) above the sc phase in the pressure region of 107GPa and 137GPa. After that some theoretical studies were made but they were not successful in predicting the structures of phosphorus which satisfactorily fit the X-ray pattern. We tried the first principles metadynamics simulation, which is a new theoretical method of finding the structures of local free energy minima. The structure of the P-IV we predicted was an incommensurately modulated structure[1] which was confirmed by an experimental group[2]. We then studied the calcium (Ca-IV and Ca-V) and found the structures of zigzag and helical modulations [3] . Both of the modulation periods were commensurate and the space groups of the structures are identified to be P41212 and Cmca. These results will accelerate the study of the superconductivity of calcium in the phase V, of which the highest superconducting Tc in elements has been reported. We report the details of our studies of the exploration for those structures with some results of the studies for the origin of these modulated structures. Tohoku University (Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendai, Miyagi, 980-8577, Japan), E-mail inukai.manabu@g.mbox.nagoya-u.ac.jp
The model clusters specifying the sites for the constituent transition metals in the decagonal Al-Co-Ni and Al-Co-Cu quasicrystals have been proposed by comparing their electronic structures obtained by the x-ray emission and photoemission spectroscopic measurements 
Ni(II) thiosemicarbazone complexes : Structural and theoretical investigation
Leila Boukli-hacene, Karima Benhamed, Lamia Mamcha, Yahia Harek Universite des Sciences Abou-Bekr Belkaid, Tlemcen, Algeria, chimie, Université UAB, B P119 , Tlemcen 13000, Algeria, Tlemcen, Tlemcen, 13000, Algeria, E-mail l_bouklihacene@mail.univ-tlemcen.dz MM: Molecular Modelling DFT: Density Functional Theory Heterocyclic thiosemicarbazone and their metal complexes are among the most widely studied compounds for their potential antitumoral, antibacterial and antifungal activities (1). Some of these activities are closely related to the stability of molecular geometry (2) and especially when these activities are enhanced by the presence of some metallic ions (3). Therefore we were interested in single X-ray Crystallographic studies of some Ni(II) thiosemicarbazone complexes. These studies were supplemented by theoretical calculations (MM and DFT) in order to investigate more about the transmission of electronic effects between the redox unit and a metal center Keywords: complexes, single-X ray diffraction, DFT Magnetic diffuse scattering is observed in the paramagnetic state or in frustrated magnetic systems where long-range order is impeded by geometric constraints. This diffuse scattering can easily be probed using neutron diffraction and single crystal diffraction in particular allows to obtain very detailed maps in reciprocal space. The amount of information available from reciprocal space surveys of magnetic diffuse scattering can potentially give detailed insight into the interaction between the magnetic ions. Yet, very few such studies have been carried out likely due to the lack of software tools, methodology or computational resources. Here, we present MonteCarlo simulations on model systems supported by experimental data. This allows phase diagrams to be explored and the effect of varying exchange constants to be simulated and compared to the data. Due to the finite size of the model crystal obtained, direct Fourier summation leads to noisy reciprocal space reconstructions. We have therefore extended the method of averaging over Fourier transforms of many small parts of the model crystal ( 'lots') to include magnetic diffuse scattering leading to high quality, smooth simulated patterns [1].
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